Grazing Away the Resilience of Patterned Ecosystems
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Abstract: Ecosystems’ responses to changing environmental conditions can be modulated by spatial self-organization. A prominent example of this can be found in drylands, where formation of vegetation patterns attenuates the magnitude of degradation events in response to decreasing rainfall. In model studies, the pattern wavelength responds to changing conditions, which is reflected by a rather gradual decline in biomass in response to decreasing rainfall. Although these models are spatially explicit, they have adopted a mean-field approach to grazing. By taking into account spatial variability when modeling grazing, we find that (over)grazing can lead to a dramatic shift in biomass, so that degradation occurs at rainfall rates that would otherwise still maintain a relatively productive ecosystem. Moreover, grazing increases the resilience of degraded ecosystem states. Consequently, restoration of degraded ecosystems could benefit from the introduction of temporary small-scale exclosures to escape from the basin of attraction of degraded states.
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Introduction

Understanding the mechanisms driving critical transitions between ecosystem states is a key priority for current ecological research (Rietkerk et al. 2004; Scheffer et al. 2009, 2015). The notion that internal system feedbacks may drive critical transitions between ecosystem states emerged from theoretical analyses of dryland grazing systems (Noy-Meir 1975; May 1977). In these pioneering studies, a positive feedback between vegetation scarcity and per capita grazing pressure yielded the occurrence of alternate stable states and the possibility of critical transitions between these states at intermediate herbivore densities (Noy-Meir 1975; May 1977; Yodzis 1989; DeAngelis 1992). Subsequent model studies showed that this positive feedback mechanism still induced alternate stable states when the herbivore population responded dynamically to changes in vegetation density, albeit typically within a narrower range of environmental conditions (van de Koppel and Rietkerk 2000). These studies did not consider spatial interactions between the abiotic environment, vegetation, and herbivores. Instead, such mean-field approaches implicitly assume relatively homogeneous vegetation cover and random movement of herbivores through the landscape (e.g., van de Koppel et al. 2002). Nevertheless, mean-field analyses have clearly identified the potentially important role of grazing in determining the response of dryland ecosystems to changes in environmental conditions (Noy-Meir 1975; May 1977; Yodzis 1989; DeAngelis 1992).

More recent research on dryland ecosystems has focused on the spatial interactions between vegetation and the abiotic environment (e.g., Lefever and Lejeune 1997; Klausmeier 1999; HilleRisLambers et al. 2001; Rietkerk et al. 2002; Gilad et al. 2007). These models are in line with observations of vegetation functioning as ecosystem engineers (sensu Jones et al. 1994) by modulating flows of water and nutrients (Aguiar and Sala 1999; Rietkerk et al. 2000). Specifically, these studies showed how transport of such resources toward vegetated patches creates a scale-dependent (short-range positive, long-range negative) feedback that creates self-organized vegetation patterns at inter-
mediate levels of resource input (Rietkerk et al. 2004; Rietkerk and van de Koppel 2008). In this case, the alternate ecosystem states are a patterned and a homogeneous state (uniform vegetation cover or bare soil). These insights motivated the hypothesis that spatial vegetation patterns can serve as an indicator of proximity to critical ecosystem thresholds (Rietkerk et al. 2004). For dryland ecosystems, this hypothesis is particularly relevant because self-organized vegetation patterning is commonly observed in these systems (e.g., Macfadyen 1950; Barbier et al. 2006; Deblauwe et al. 2008, 2012).

Subsequent in-depth analyses of these spatial models, however, emphasized that for a given set of environmental conditions there can be multistability of patterned states (e.g., Sherratt and Lord 2007; Bel et al. 2012; Siteur et al. 2014; Siero et al. 2015). As a result, the response of dryland ecosystems to changes in environmental conditions becomes more gradual, because the system can develop into a pattern of different wavelength (i.e., a pattern with a different distance between vegetation patches). For example, a system subject to decreasing rainfall may undergo a series of transitions toward patterns of increasingly longer wavelengths (i.e., with larger distances between patches). Then, the last transition comprises a shift from a long-wavelength pattern toward a uniform bare state. Importantly, this process leads to a rather gradual decrease in total vegetation biomass (as shown in Sherratt 2013; Siteur et al. 2014). Although these transitions still carry the mathematical properties of a critical transition, they are not in line with an ecological interpretation of a large-scale shift from a fully functional to a fully degraded ecosystem (van de Koppel et al. 2002).

In summary, previous studies have explained semiarid ecosystem transitions either through mean-field approaches identifying grazing as a driver of large-scale shifts between uniform states (Noy-Meir 1975; May 1977) or through spatially explicit approaches identifying ecosystem engineering as a driver of more gradual shifts between patterned states (Sherratt and Lord 2007; Bel et al. 2012; Siteur et al. 2014; Siero et al. 2015). Until now, despite the early emphasis on the role of grazing in dryland ecosystems, spatially explicit model frameworks have mostly considered grazing with a constant (per capita) rate (e.g., Klausmeier 1999; Rietkerk et al. 2002), referred to as local grazing, which reflects the implicit assumptions made in mean-field approaches. In semiarid ecosystems, empirical observations show that grazing typically depends on the distribution of vegetation in space (Focardi et al. 1996; Fryxell et al. 2004), thereby altering spatial vegetation structure (Bailey et al. 1996; Hiernaux 1998; Schwinning and Parsons 1999).

In this study, the grazing pressure at any location is dependent on vegetation elsewhere (Siero 2018). This is an important extension, since during foraging herbivores move through the landscape to optimize intake (Arditi and Dacorogna 1988; Focardi et al. 1996), which may lead to aggregation on locations with relatively high vegetation (Bailey et al. 1996). We compare three types of grazing within the classical Klausmeier model for vegetation pattern formation (Klausmeier 1999) to study how grazing by mobile herbivores affects desertification. In the first type, the grazing pressure does not depend on vegetation elsewhere, which corresponds to the original Klausmeier model and serves as a benchmark. The second type is a form of sustained grazing, in which the herbivore population is maintained at a constant size through the provisioning of additional fodder if necessary for survival. The third type is a form of natural grazing, in which herbivores rely on consumption for survival and the herbivore population size depends on the total amount of vegetation in the landscape (e.g., Baylis and Choquenot 2002).

In the Klausmeier model (Klausmeier 1999) and similar models (Rietkerk et al. 2002; Gilad et al. 2004), vegetation can exhibit both positive density dependence by facilitating the availability and uptake of water resources and negative density dependence by competing for these resources. Grazing by mobile herbivores can also generate positive density dependence or negative density dependence within vegetation. The interplay between these two phenomena creates novel dynamics. Specifically, we found that mobile grazing activity can initiate abrupt, large-scale shifts in ecosystem states in response to changing environmental conditions. Interestingly, ecosystem degradation did not necessarily imply a transition toward a state without any vegetation but could also entail a shift toward a state with a much smaller amount of biomass. These results show that mobile grazers may fundamentally alter the behavior of patterned ecosystems, particularly their response to changing environmental conditions.

**Methods**

We use an approach similar to Siero (2018), where the grazing terms are derived from initially adding a separate equation for the herbivore density. There, assuming that herbivores move toward locations where the forage per herbivore is largest, an ideal free distribution (Fretwell and Lucas 1969) is derived. In the present article, we assume that herbivores distribute proportionally to the amount of vegetation, so that the amount of vegetation per herbivore is constant in space. Such a distribution has been observed for Serengeti grazers (Fryxell et al. 2004).

**Modeling Grazing**

As spatial domain we choose the one-dimensional interval $[0, L]$, with $x$ indicating the location. Let $n(x)$ and $h(x)$ de-
note the density of vegetation and herbivores, respectively. Because herbivores move around the domain, grazing is influenced by the mean vegetation density \( \langle n \rangle \) at position \( x \). Grazing at location \( x \) is determined by the number of herbivores \( h(x) \) and the per capita consumption \( F_s(\langle n \rangle) \) (functional response; Solomon 1949; Holling 1959).

By grazing pressure \( g \) we denote the ratio between vegetation intake at a location (grazing) and total amount of vegetation present at this location. The grazing pressure is thus described as

\[
g(\langle n \rangle, x) = \frac{F_s(\langle n \rangle)h(x)}{n(x)}, \tag{1}
\]

and it is a relative rate with the dimension per time. We refer to the mean number of herbivores \( \langle h \rangle \) that can be sustained by the vegetation as the demographic response \( D_s(\langle n \rangle) \).

The assumption that herbivore distribution is proportional to vegetation density, together with \( \langle h \rangle = D_s(\langle n \rangle) \), implies that the distribution of herbivores is given by

\[
h(x) = D_s(\langle n \rangle) \frac{n(x)}{\langle n \rangle}, \tag{2}
\]

and substitution in equation (1) yields

\[
g(\langle n \rangle) = \frac{F_s(\langle n \rangle)D_s(\langle n \rangle)}{\langle n \rangle}. \tag{3}
\]

We distinguish three types of grazing, with differing assumptions on \( F_s \) and \( D_s \):

**Type I: Local Grazing.** Here the grazing pressure \( g_{\text{loc}} \equiv m_{\text{loc}} \) is constant. This is a choice that has been made in many earlier analyses, including the original article by Klausmeier (see, e.g., Klausmeier 1999; HilleRisLambers et al. 2001; Okaysu and Aizawa 2001; von Hardenberg et al. 2001; Rietkerk et al. 2002; Shnerb et al. 2003; Gilad et al. 2004, 2007; Meron et al. 2004; Saco et al. 2007). It must hold that \( F_sD_s = m_{\text{loc}}(n) \) (by comparison with eq. [3]), which seems to be a nongeneric relationship between \( F_s \) and \( D_s \), as we are not aware of any literature that would support this assumption. Contrasting this type to the other two types elucidates the effects of grazing by mobile herbivores.

**Type II: Sustained Grazing.** The herbivores are kept at a constant demographic response in a human-controlled grazing system (Noy-Meir 1975; van de Koppel et al. 2002) by supplying additional fodder as necessary. This means that \( D_s \equiv h_{\text{imp}} \) at an imposed level. The herbivores exhibit a type II (saturating) functional response (Holling 1959):

\[
F_s(\langle n \rangle) = c_{\text{max}}(n)/(K + \langle n \rangle)
\]

depends on mean vegetation density \( \langle n \rangle \), with \( c_{\text{max}} \) the maximum consumption per herbivore and \( K \) the level of vegetation where the functional response is only half \( c_{\text{max}} \). Based on these assumptions, the sustained grazing pressure is given by

\[
g_{\text{suf}} = m/(K + \langle n \rangle), \text{ with } m = h_{\text{imp}}c_{\text{max}} \text{ the maximal grazing rate.}
\]

**Type III: Natural Grazing.** The functional response is constant at a sufficient level \( F_s \equiv c_{\text{nat}} \) for self-maintenance. The total number of herbivores that can be sustained in a landscape now depends on the amount of available forage. Following general theory on energy transfer across trophic levels (Oksanen et al. 1981), we assume that there is a threshold in available forage above which a sizeable herbivore population can be sustained. Such a threshold response can be approximated by a type III (Holling 1959) demographic response. So \( D_s(\langle n \rangle) = h_{\text{nat}}(n^2)/(K^2 + \langle n \rangle^2) \) depends on the mean vegetation density \( \langle n \rangle \), with \( h_{\text{nat}} \) the maximal number of herbivores and \( K \) the level of vegetation where the number of herbivores is only half \( h_{\text{nat}} \). With these assumptions, the natural grazing pressure becomes \( g_{\text{nat}} = m/(K^2 + \langle n \rangle^2) \), with \( m = h_{\text{nat}}c_{\text{max}} \) the maximal grazing rate.

The distinction of these three types of grazing is by no means exhaustive but already allows us to study how different grazing responses affect the ecosystem. The only difference with the usual Holling response functions (Holling 1959) is that the grazing pressure is a function of mean vegetation density \( \langle n \rangle \) instead of some local quantity.

The dependence of grazing pressure (type II and III) on mean vegetation density creates conditions under which the vegetation exhibits positive density dependence with respect to grazing. The range of this effect is the whole range of \( \langle n \rangle \) for sustained (type II) grazing and \( \langle n \rangle > K \) for natural (type III) grazing (see fig. 1). The strength of the positive density dependence relates to the slope of \( g(\langle n \rangle) \) so that it is maximal at \( \langle n \rangle = 0 \) for sustained (type II) grazing and at \( \langle n \rangle = \sqrt{3}K \) for natural (type III) grazing.

**Including Grazing in the Klausmeier Model**

To understand how grazing alters the desertification process, we include the different grazing terms in an existing dryland vegetation model. Here we choose the extended Klausmeier model (Klausmeier 1999; Siteur et al. 2014). The nondimensional form of this two-component (surface water \( w \), vegetation \( n \)) model on flat ground with grazing pressure \( g \) is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
w_t &= ew_{xx} + a(t) - w - wn^2, \\
n_t &= n_{xx} - (mb_0 + g)n + wn^3,
\end{align*}
\]

with the dimensional model and scaling process described in the appendix.

The terms \( ew_{xx} \) and \( n_{xx} \) model water diffusion and plant dispersal, where we choose \( e = 500 \) as in Siteur et al. (2014). The term \(-w \) models evaporation; \( \pm wn^2 \) models water uptake by the vegetation. The parameter \( a \) models rainfall.
and changes as a function of time (climate change). The initial level of rainfall $a = 3$ ($\sim 800$ mm year$^{-1}$) is chosen high enough to sustain a homogeneously vegetated state.

The mortality of vegetation has been split into a non-grazing part ($-m_{\text{un}} n$) and a grazing part ($-g n$); in this study, we choose $m_{\text{un}} = 0.225$ ($\sim 0.9$ year$^{-1}$). For local (type I) grazing, we equally choose $m_{\text{un}} = 0.225$, so that $m_{\text{loc}} + m_{\text{un}} = 0.45$ ($\sim 1.8$ year$^{-1}$), in accordance with Klausmeier (1999). For the types of nonlocal grazing (type II and III), we choose maximal grazing rate $m = 1.5$ ($\sim 1.2$ kg m$^{-2}$ year$^{-1}$) and half-persistence $K = 0.3$ ($\sim 0.06$ kg m$^{-3}$).

This way, initially (at $a = 3$) there is no distinction between the different types of grazing. As we will see, for all three types the system starts in the same homogeneously vegetated state $n \approx 6.5$ ($\sim 1.3$ kg m$^{-2}$), with $g_{\text{un}} \approx g_{\text{nat}} \approx g_{\text{loc}} = 0.225$. Differences later on can thus be accounted for only by the varying dependency of the grazing pressures on vegetation.

As spatial domain we use the one-dimensional interval $[0, 500]$ (corresponding to 250 m) with periodic boundary conditions. In the model runs, we apply white multiplicative noise of small amplitude 0.05% on both the water and the biomass component at every integer $t$ to decrease the delay from destabilization to transition (Siteur et al. 2014). The rainfall is slowly decreased from $a = 3$ to $a = 0$, with $da/dt = -10^{-4}$. The computer code (GNU Octave/MATLAB), along with all data, is deposited in the Dryad Digital Repository: https://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.pb62bk0 (Siero et al. 2019).

To study hysteresis and restoration, we also perform a model run with slowly increasing rainfall ($da/dt = 10^{-3}$), with and without exclosures.

**Results**

**Overgrazing and Regime Shift**

We compare model runs of the extended Klausmeier model with either local ($m_{\text{un}} = 0.225$), natural, or sustained ($m = 1.5$, $K = 0.3$) grazing. For all three types, initially (at rainfall $a = 3$) the grazing pressure $g$ is the same and the vegetation is spatially uniform. As rainfall is set to slowly decrease, the homogeneous state becomes Turing unstable (Turing 1952): a vegetation pattern forms. The subsequent desertification process, leading up to a uniform bare desert state, shows striking differences depending on the grazing type.

For local grazing (fig. 2, left column), a cascade of transitions to patterns with larger and larger wavelength follows from right to left (Sherratt 2013; Siteur et al. 2014). During the process, the mean vegetation density $\langle n \rangle$ gradually decreases (Siteur et al. 2014).

The local grazing pressure $g_{\text{loc}}$ does not depend on $\langle n \rangle$, but the sustained $g_{\text{un}}$ and natural grazing pressure $g_{\text{nat}}$ do. For sustained grazing (fig. 2, middle column), the related positive density dependence becomes stronger and stronger as $\langle n \rangle$ decreases (fig. 1), eventually dominating negative density dependence, resulting in a regime shift to the bare desert state.

Likewise, for natural grazing, overgrazing can invoke a regime shift. But contrary to sustained grazing, the related positive density dependence is maximal when $\langle n \rangle = \sqrt{3} K$ and turns into a negative density dependence for $\langle n \rangle < K$ (fig. 1), making a low-vegetation degraded state a viable option (fig. 2, right column). For this type, the grazing-related positive density dependence is dominant only in the vicinity of $\langle n \rangle = \sqrt{3} K \approx 0.52$.

In summary, overgrazing initiates a regime shift for both sustained and natural grazing. However, the difference is that for sustained grazing the regime shift is toward a fully degraded state, whereas for natural grazing it is toward a degraded state that still contains a small amount of vegetation. For both types, the transition to a degraded state occurs at higher rainfall compared to local grazing, making the ecosystem less resilient to drought.

**Hysteresis and Restoration**

Reaction-diffusion models of dryland vegetation with local (type I) grazing are known to exhibit hysteresis: under con-
dinations of decreasing rainfall, the wavelength is smaller than under increasing rainfall (Sherratt 2013; Siteur et al. 2014). Yet the observed hysteresis in mean vegetation density $\langle n \rangle$ is only modest in these model studies.

Sustained (type II) or natural (type III) grazing, in combination with decreasing rainfall, leads to a regime shift (fig. 2), which in turn is associated with hysteresis (Scheffer et al. 2001). For sustained grazing, the regime shift extends all the way to $\langle n \rangle = 0$, so that the ecosystem ends up in the fully degraded state. In the extended Klausmeier model (4), this state is stable for all values of rainfall for all types of grazing. This means that the transition is irreversible and that the system will not recover in response to increasing rainfall. In other models (e.g., von Hardenberg et al. 2001), recovery to a vegetated state can occur if rainfall increases beyond a threshold. If a sustained grazing term is added to these models, recovery will likely be suspended, however, because of the maximal grazing mortality incurred for $\langle n \rangle = 0$ (fig. 1).

For natural grazing, a small amount of vegetation does initially survive, and we now study how it responds to increasing rainfall. As initial condition we take the result of decreasing rainfall (fig. 2, right column), stopping at $a = 2$, with only five vegetated patches. Starting again but now with increasing rainfall ($da/dt = 10^{-3}$), the grazing pressure remains high and the number of vegetated patches stays at five (fig. 3). Only when $a \approx 3.15$ does the positive density dependence related to grazing dominate negative density dependence. At this point “undergrazing” leads to extra vegetation, which itself results in a smaller grazing pressure. As a result, the system undergoes a regime shift to the homogeneously vegetated state.

We conclude that in the presence of natural grazing, for the same amount of rainfall $a$ (between 2.05 and 3.15), depending on history, two types of states are observable: states with a relatively large amount of vegetation and low grazing pressure and states with a relatively small amount of vegetation and high grazing pressure (fig. 3). Since recovery to ho-
Homogeneous vegetation occurred at a rainfall $a$ that is higher than the critical value for Turing pattern formation (Fig. 2), there is a range ($a$ between 2.95 and 3.15) of "tristability" of the fully degraded state, homogeneous vegetation, and patterns (Zelnik et al. 2018).

The late recovery to the more vegetated state indicates that restoration at an earlier moment in time could be worthwhile. In drylands where there is still some vegetation cover, passive restoration techniques, such as herbivore exclosure for a certain period, can be effective (Yirdaw et al. 2017). In a rewilding experiment in the Oostvaardersplassen (Netherlands), small-scale natural grazing exclosures were found to be necessary for sapling establishment (Smit et al. 2015). Such an approach could also be useful in drylands, as we show next.

In the right column of figure 3, we use the exact same model as in the left column, except that we add three exclosures when $a = 2.75$ and remove these exclosures again when $a = 2.752$. The additional biomass produced in these exclosures is enough so that, after an initial stage of spatial reconfiguration, the positive density dependence related to grazing becomes dominant and the ecosystem converges to the more productive state autonomously.

**Discussion**

In this study, we have shown that the dependence of grazing pressure on mean vegetation density influences how patterned ecosystems respond to changing environmental conditions. Specifically, for sustained or natural grazing (type II or III), focusing of herbivores on remaining vegetation leads to positive density dependence. When this effect dominates negative density dependencies, (almost) all vegetation disappears at once. As such, desertification can be less gradual.
than suggested in other model studies that considered local (type I) grazing only (Sherratt 2013; Siteur et al. 2014). We conclude that grazing, when dependent on mean vegetation density, hampers the ability to smoothly respond to changing environmental conditions. Consequently, transition to a degraded state occurs at higher rainfall, making the ecosystem less resilient against drought.

Our results provide implications for restoration of dryland ecosystems subject to grazing. For natural (type III) grazing, after degradation due to low rainfall, vegetation is still present (Fig. 2). We have shown in our model how temporary, small-scale grazing exclosures could pave the way for autonomous recovery to a more productive ecosystem state at the landscape scale.

The goal of this study was to identify the potential consequences of grazing by mobile herbivores for the resilience and functioning of dryland ecosystems. Therefore, we used a modeling framework that maximized the possibility of inferring cause-effect relationships between grazing and ecosystem dynamics, an approach in line with the exploratory modeling philosophy (Larsen et al. 2014). More specifically, we allowed the grazing pressure to depend on mean vegetation density and included this in the extended Klausmeier model (Klausmeier 1999; Siteur et al. 2014), one of the simplest models of vegetation patterning in dryland ecosystems. Future research could explore to what extent the observed effects are maintained in more realistic models. Given that our results can be understood through relatively general interactions between grazing pressure and vegetation density, we expect that the observed impacts of grazing will be relatively robust.

An assumption we made is that herbivores distribute proportionally to vegetation, so that the grazing pressure becomes independent of the local availability of vegetation (Siero 2018). Alternatively, grazing pressure could be relatively small in areas with large vegetation due to associational resistance (Barbosa et al. 2009). If associational resistance depends on the amount of vegetation in a local neighborhood, then most of the grazing is concentrated on vegetation patch boundaries, which also leads to increased risk of catastrophic shifts (Schneider and Kéfi 2016). The opposite effect, associational susceptibility (Barbosa et al. 2009), would lead to disproportionate aggregation of herbivores at maxima in vegetation. If this effect is sufficiently strong, it leads to the suppression of pattern formation (Siero 2018).

The observation of transitions between vegetation patterns requires satellite images or aerial photography over a decadal time span (Deblauwe et al. 2011). In a study of vegetation bands in Somalia, it was found that either vegetation bands completely disappeared or wave number changes were imperceptible (Gowda et al. 2018). As degradation was observed in areas with increasing human activity (Gowda et al. 2018), this might be related to sustained grazing. To test such hypotheses, the vegetation pattern and the spatial distribution of grazing both need to be measured (Adler et al. 2001).

Degradation of dryland ecosystems due to overgrazing was a key observation that spawned the development of ecological theory of alternate stable states and ecosystem transitions between these states (Holling 1973; Noy-Meir 1975; May 1977). Previous studies suggested that pattern formation could attenuate the magnitude of degradation events in response to decreasing rainfall (Sherratt and Lord 2007; Bel et al. 2012; Siteur et al. 2014; Siero et al. 2015). Our current study instead shows that mobile grazers in patterned ecosystems may induce relatively large degradation events in response to decreasing rainfall, highlighting the importance of grazing management for sustaining ecosystem functions and services of drylands in variable and changing climates.
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Appendix

Scaling of the Extended Klausmeier Model with Grazing

We present the scaling used to obtain the nondimensional model from the dimensional extended Klausmeier model (Klausmeier 1999; Siteur et al. 2014) with grazing (Siero 2018). The dimensional model (without advection) is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
W_T &= EW_{xx} + A - LW - RWN^3, \\
N_T &= DN_{xx} - (M + \bar{g})N + RJWN^2,
\end{align*}
\]

where the grazing pressure $\bar{g}$ is given by

\[
\bar{g} = \bar{m}_{loc} \quad \text{for local (type I) grazing} \tag{A2}
\]

and

\[
\bar{g} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\bar{m}}{K + \langle N \rangle} & \text{for sustained (type II) grazing}. \\
\frac{\bar{m}\langle N \rangle}{K^2 + \langle N \rangle^2} & \text{for natural (type III) grazing}.
\end{cases} \tag{A3}
\]

This content downloaded from 129.125.148.247 on February 06, 2019 03:16:12 AM
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms and Conditions (http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/t-and-c).
The variables and parameters that are not related to grazing are scaled as in Klausmeier (1999) and Siteur et al. (2014):

\[
w = W J \sqrt{\frac{R}{L}}, \quad n = N \sqrt{\frac{R}{L}}, \quad x = X \sqrt{\frac{L}{D}}, \quad t = T L,
\]

\[
a = A J \sqrt{\frac{R}{L}}, \quad m_0 = \frac{M}{L}, \quad e = \frac{E}{D}.
\]

(A4)

The other parameters are scaled as follows:

\[
m_{\text{loc}} = \frac{\bar{m}_{\text{loc}}}{L}, \quad m = \frac{\bar{m}}{L} \sqrt{\frac{R}{L}}, \quad K = \sqrt{\frac{R}{L}} \bar{K},
\]

(A5)

and the nondimensional extended Klausmeier model with grazing is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
w_i &= c w_{ax} + a - w - w_{ri}, \\
n_i &= n_{ax} - (m_0 + g) n + w_{ri},
\end{align*}
\]

(A6)

with \(g\) equal to \(\bar{g}\) but with \(\bar{m}_{\text{loc}}\) replaced by \(m_{\text{loc}}\) or with \(\bar{m}\) and \(\bar{K}\) replaced by \(m\) and \(K\), respectively.

The values of the evaporation rate \(L\) and uptake coefficient \(R\) are given by \(L = 4\) year\(^{-1}\) and \(R = 100\) kg m\(^{-2}\) m\(^{1}\) year\(^{-1}\) (for grass; Klausmeier 1999), so that (through eq. [A5]) the dimensional parameters related to grazing correspond to the nondimensional ones as follows:

\[
\bar{m}_{\text{loc}} = 4m_{\text{loc}} \text{ year}^{-1}, \quad \bar{m} = \frac{4m}{5} \text{ kg m}^{-2} \text{ year}^{-1},
\]

\[
\bar{K} = \frac{K}{5} \text{ kg m}^{-2}.
\]

(A7)
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